For those who are roaming around youtube, opening their TV and generally going into the jewish owned dens in order to awaken and save the people, don't be discouraged as it seems the enemy has been going rampantly with agendas, misinfo agents, gatekeepers and xian beta, gamma or delta turds whom they have probably been forcing into the mass Media in order to corrupt the accuracy of what is going on. The "Trump" fever, and the Femmie Commie Hillary Kiketon will pass. When these people are elected and the people will get their last backstab, the same old methods are not going to work. People are not stupid. The enemy has overplayed all these scripts and they are losing power by the day, at unprecedented rates than before. They are not losing "masses" only, but important people and important individuals, who can see past this illusionary veil they are creating. Many people are NOT stupid.

The same goes for the Media, that do not report the resistance and the outright violence that takes place beneath the surface. The enemy wants to project the idea of ineffability, like everything goes fine and the list goes on. This is how the jews act, as pretending, or fake it till you make it, is a major jewish mindset and
this extends everywhere. They do this NOT because they own reality, but because they WANT TO FORM this reality they project. Simply because, it's not here to back them up where it's most needed. You must change the places from where you get your info from, and try to be away from disinfo agents. The WWW offers a lot of information about things. It’s uncanny also how the xian nuts, in defense of their loved jews, are turning even against their Race which is their classical act. It’s almost as if the enemy pressed the red button "all troops out". Years before, it wasn't like this. To press the big red button, one must have been probably seriously panicking.

This is the enemy. This doesn't really reflect the real situation in any way. Everyone is displeased by this. However, what's important is that people take the first step and revolt, which people ARE doing, but because so many people have entirely forgotten that reality is out there and not the computer, or the TV, they can't really see this. They have allowed jews to do their thinking through their news, educate them ONLY about what THEY consider important and HOW they DESIRE them to be brainwashed. All of us here know about the xian cancer, its jewish creator, and how it's just the jews behind *ALL* of this crap. It's a Truth not everyone can seriously take, despite the evidence which has reached the moon and will soon reach another galaxy.

This is merely due to cultural indoctrination, as the jew has defined the limits of what "reality" is, and what "isn't". This is no different how the stupid people justify the jews, through the jewish book, which is the bible. Go figure. These people might be below the IQ of 65 in many cases. Don't expect the weak minded to come in understanding of such a dire situation. For someone to be such a clingy xian, beyond the ability to detach, clinging so hard to the spiritual excrement of the jews, which is jewsus, they are really weak people and characters. Our war is not with these bizarre, jew slave individuals, neither to free every person that is rotten beyond compare. Our war is with their masters. If they decide to get in the front to be trampled, then this is their own choice.

As about these serious nutcases, who are beyond fixing and the evidence doesn't strike them in *ANY* way, these people don't shape history, and they don't do anything worthwhile ever in their existence, but follow any system that is heaped upon them. All they are busy is trying to shape jewsus, the excrement of the jewish mind, into something worthwhile for them to cling on. Because after all, the jew programmed them to cling on to jews. The graphic resemblance should be even worse, as this is an understatement for these people.

Our bets are on the intelligent and the strong minded, over the hordes of "Goyim" (animals in hebrew, derogatory term for non-jewish blooded people). The mind of the average or lower than average person cannot really hold into this information. Or can only go halfway, at this point. The enemy has really studied humanity and
degereated the Human mind to the point this won't be "absorbed" by certain people. Not only this, but they are so hopelessly dependent on the jews, that they may even fight their own for them. They are the definition of a fatal disease that makes the body eat itself. This is important to be noted that in the end, it's more up again, like in all other historic times, upon Satanists to stop the jews.

We are the Ancient God's offspring which still fights the enemy up to this point. Don't worry about the opinions of the slaves, just keep going to push the Truth. With the jews removed and us in the front, the enemy will collapse. The enemy is really collapsing and they push their propaganda more now than ever. The average joe is also, highly uneducated, and very brainwashed. These people don't really have much power on their own and the tides of the time are with us. To ask of them to ingest all the Truth about jews at once, is too much for many and you must understand this, as not all brains are capable of understanding the greatest context. It's normal for some to not accept that they have been duped for 2000 years straight. Many people also don't even know history. Don't think of people as THAT stupid though, as quite many aren't the retards the enemy wants. The enemy puts these retards in the front to shape the idea in the mass mind that people have been defeated. This is the program of the JWO.

These brains that will not understand it are those who are forever damned to be slaves. In the specific case of Europeans... Most Europeans though are becoming increasingly aware, multiples more of what it makes by the outside misinfo agency. The same goes in America. People have become very educated and the enemy tries to put their gatekeepers, like Alex Jones, alive, just like beating a dead mule to work the extra mile. It's reaching a point of a cap for the enemy. People are awakening, and Europeans especially, are under major awakening. All these innocents who are ravaged by these hoards, do understand the value of this teaching. For those who are live and let be, just wait, distribute the Truth and when they find a murdered son or anything like that, they will understand what "Jew World Order, now in your town and life", means.

The enemy tries to keep the infidels secluded, feeds them money, helps them replicate themselves and then catapults them on the front, like in the case of England and its "Muslim" Mayor. Racially, I would be certain he is a jew. The jewish caste is well known to hide itself within Arabs and this has gone for centuries. Europeans aren't stupid and they have suffered for centuries under the jews and their programs. They are going to return to Paganism, and Xianity and the related programs are falling. The few stupid cucks that shape public opinion, or can't leave their beloved jew, will be trampled on by the times. People are NOT retarded and People are Waking Up. They aren't so stupid as the enemy believed and yes, there are intelligent people out there.

Don't pay attention to what you see right now. The enemy is on a climax of
attacking free will, pushing immigration to the limits, using all spiritual and physical means to push their propaganda and further damage our effort. This is the tightening of their grip, as they know their time is running out. The more they push, the more people will wake up. People have given up jewsus and they know this is a jewish infiltrator of Gentile society. The next generations will get the message more. The enemy pushed the hordes inside Europe because they knew this would make the eternal cucks and fearful, turn to the jew zombie again. This is not the Truth though. We are growing and at an increasing rate, never than ever before.

This ship has been set sail. As for "youtube' and other "mass media" opinion, do not care about this. The jews act like programmed machines and they will keep doing this up to the end. They are capable of projecting billions of images and using millions of hasbara trolls to troll jewtube and other places every day. These do not reflect reality any more than television does. It's understandable for those that have woken up to long for the total awakening of our people, but this is coming, however fast it may be, and it requires at least some time.

Just drop the evidence, and get to the next one. The enemy will even more attack the web if they can and they will try to shut free speech down. They are making their long march right now. There will be things from our side playing and the enemy has also caused division and hatred amongst their own ranks. Don't worry about normal slobs. The masses work in the way that they wait for the fighting to take place, and they keep their opinion secret. When things are in their favor and they see benefits, or things can't go anymore, they all move to another direction, which will be our direction for the most part. The enemy knows this and they try to divert attention and bastardize everything as fast as possible, to win time.

Satanism has the upper hand in this. People must understand this war is a war between our caste and the enemy caste. We must keep faithful, loyal, and with unwavering intent and vigor. Satanists are not the cowards of history. We are these Souls that the enemy hates and wants to eradicate.

Never have we had a chance like this to connect the world like this and show them the Truth, globally. The people will appreciate it. The Satanic Soul is the Soul of the conquerors. We fight the enemy on the highest level. This is our Battle and this is our Time. Nobody must now step back as the future of Humanity is at stake. People must not grow back. This is the moment, in history, where the Satanic Soul must fight and push it where it has never been pushed before. Keep on with the Spiritual Warfare, use your blood and your power to shape the future.
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